Chicago Manual of Style citations primarily use **footnotes** or **endnotes**. **Notes** are indicated by a number within the text and a corresponding citation is located either at the bottom of the page (footnotes) or at the end of the document (endnotes).

**Citation tips:**
- You only need to use a **full citation** for your note once. Afterwards, you use a shortened note.
- **Shortened Note**: Author, Short Title, Page Number
  - Book: Smith, *Swing Time*, 320
- At the end of your paper, you will create a **bibliography**. A bibliography is an alphabetical list of all the sources you used in your paper. Please note that a bibliography entry is formatted differently than a note.
- As of the **17th edition**, **Ibid** is no longer used. You will use shortened notes instead.

For further guidance, consult the *Chicago Manual of Style (17th Edition)*, available online and at the Reference Desk. For citation help, stop by the Library or call (803) 643-6808. For additional help or questions on writing, refer to the Writing Room located in H&SS 112.


Journal Title
Volume#, Issue# Date of Publication Page #s Database

Sample Bibliography entry. For Note example, see below.

Books (pp. 799-828 of Chicago Manual)

Book by a single author:


Book by two authors:


Chapter in an Edited Book: (p. 806-809)


Translated Book:


Journals/Magazines/Newspapers (pp. 829-844 of Chicago Manual)

Database Journal Article*:


*For articles without a DOI, include a stable URL (i.e. http://www.jstor.org/stable/2197814).

Magazine Article:
N: Phillip Elliott and David Von Drehle, “The Hardest One to Know,” Time, August 1, 2016, 43.

B: Elliott, Phillip and David Von Drehle. “The Hardest One to Know.” Time, August 1, 2016.

Newspaper Article


Electronic Sources (pp. 844-849, 824-828 of Chicago Manual)

World Wide Website (unsigned): (not a database)


World Wide Website (signed): (not a database)


E-book from a Database:


Multimedia Sources (pp. 869-874 of Chicago Manual)

YouTube:


DVD:
N: Joe Versus the Volcano, directed by John Patrick Shanley (1990; Burbank, CA: Warner Home Video, 2002), DVD.